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Thank you for purchasing Noel 2.
!
You’re one step closer to your next great project! If you get lost between
layers and keyframes, drop us a line at hello@kainxtheory.com. We’ll do
our very best to help you.

!
Don’t forget to write a short testimonial on your experience with Noel 2,
and follow us on Videohive so you never miss new exciting items.

!

A few words on Noel’s structure
Noel’s structure is easy to understand. Each version of Noel (Classic &
Greetings) has a separate Ornament composition where most of the
animations are happening. You can find these compositions in the Edit
These folder.

!
In each of these two compositions there’s a null called Camera that
controls the position and scale of the ornament. In Noel Classic, the null’s
scale is animated to simulate a camera traveling backwards. In Noel
Greetings, the null’s scale and position are animated with “hold” keyframes
to simulate various camera angles. If you’re not interested in changing the
cameras, you can leave these compositions as is.

!
The Settings composition contains the Settings layer where you can change
Noel’s appearance easily. The composition you need to render when you’re
done with editing should be one of the following: Noel Classic 2K, Noel
Classic 1080p, Noel Classic 720p, Noel Greetings 2K, Noel Greetings 1080p and
Noel Greetings 720p. These can be found in the Render These folder (Project
Window).

!
!
!
!
!
!
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How do I replace the logo?
1.

Open the Logo Source composition

2.

Go to File > Import > File (Ctrl/Cmd + I), locate the file you want to
import and click Open

3.

Drag the file from the Project Window to the Logo Source composition

4.

Scale the new layer so that itʼs approximately the size of the previous
logo

5.

Hide the previous logo

!
How do I use the logo’s original colors?
1.

Open the Settings composition

2.

Select the Settings layer

3.

In the Effects panel, set the Logo Fill Opacity parameter to 0 (zero)

!
How do I change the texts?
1.

Open the composition you want to edit

2.

Double click on the text layer you want to change

3.

After editing the text, hit Ctrl/Cmd + Return to apply changes

!
How do I change colors of individual elements?
1.

Open the Settings composition

2.

Select the Settings layer

3.

In the Effects Window, change the color of the element you want to
alter
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How do I modify the cameras?
As stated above, in both Noel Classic and Noel Greetings, the “camera” is
controlled by the Camera null layer. For example, in Noel Classic, the
camera traveling backwards is controlled by the two scale keyframes of the
Camera layer. In Noel Greetings, the different camera positions are
controlled by both position and scale keyframes of the Camera layer. So, to
modify the cameras:

!
1.

Open the composition you want to edit (Ornament (Classic) or
Ornament (Greetings))

2.

Select the Camera null layer

3.

Press U on your keyboard, to reveal its animated properties

4.

Edit the keyframes of the Camera null layer

5.

If you’re editing the Noel Greetings composition, make sure the Current
Time Indicator is placed exactly where each existing keyframe is
before making any changes to that keyframe

!
Settings Reference
The following controls can be found on the Settings layer in the Settings
composition. They can be used to modify the appearance of Noel without
getting your hands too dirty.

!
Let it Snow enables or disables the falling snow
Background Darken controls the background’s darkness
Extra Rotation Speed can be used to increase or decrease (negative values)
the rotation speed of the ornament elements
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Base Color controls the base color of the ornament
Present Color controls the color of the presents
Primary Mountain Color controls the color of the front mountains
Secondary Mountain Color controls the color of the back mountains
Rudolph’s Nose Color controls the color of - you guessed it - Rudolph’s nose
Bell Clapper Color controls the color of the bell clapper
Christmas Tree Color controls the color of the Christmas tree
Candy Cane Color controls the base color of the candy canes
Snow Globe Size controls the size of the snowglobe
Logo Size controls the size of the logo inside the snowglobe
Logo Fill Opacity controls the opacity of the logo’s fill. If you want to use
the logo’s original colors, set this to 0
Logo Fill Color controls the color of the logo’s fill
Stripes Opacity controls the opacity of the snowglobe stripes
Snow Opacity controls the opacity of the snow inside the snowglobe
Badge Size controls the size of the badge at the end of Noel Classic
Text Color controls the color of the text in Noel Greetings

!
Used Assets
Fonts: Roboto, Lavanderia, Geared Slab
Audio Track: Christmas Magic Ident

!
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